Businesses that operate a fleet of portable assets critical to their field service operation require real-time information into where they are located and if they are being used. Without this information, it is impossible to determine how best they should be deployed, in order to optimize productivity and return-on-investment.

Trimble Asset Tracking is a flexible solution that offers complete visibility into the location and utilization of your assets, from a convenient portal.

Trimble Asset Tracking offers a range of on-demand information and detailed activity reports on key data such as asset location, speed, stop time and utilization time. It also reports on disconnect events, alerting users if a unit has been disconnected from its main power supply, has been stolen or is being used at an unauthorized time.

With the visibility into where towed assets are and how they are being used, businesses can better manage asset performance and costs to run the most efficient field operation possible.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Allows you to view the location and status of your towed, powered and non-powered assets. (5 minute updates when towed. Once per day when stationary)
- Integrates with Trimble Fleet Management to view your vehicles and assets within one interface
- Enables you to generate high level utilization reports for an individual or group of assets across multiple locations
- Features a rugged design and construction to be used outside for multiple powered and non-powered assets (refrigerated trailer, generator, pump)
- Offers sophisticated, long life and rechargeable battery that can emit location alerts for up to 3 months on a single charge
- Sends a real-time alert if a unit changes location or has been disconnected.
- Wake on motion for instant location reporting
- Offers simple installation

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Enables complete convenience with visibility into asset usage and location in one place
- Offers simple deployment with anytime, anywhere access
- Allows vehicle fleet location to be viewed alongside assets for more effective assignment
- Ensures maximum utilization of assets by monitoring productivity rates
- Improves optimization by identifying idle and rarely used trailers to reallocate
- Allows stolen assets to be located or unauthorized use to be identified through real-time alerts
- Provides dependable, rugged hardware with quick and easy self-installation and de-installation

LEARN MORE

www.trimble.com/fsm
TRANSFORM THE PRODUCTIVITY OF YOUR ASSETS THROUGH BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR UTILISATION

A field service manager spends up to 8 hours per week managing, monitoring and tracking moveable assets used in field service operations.

For businesses operating a field service operation, productivity is regarded as being a key metric to improve.

ACTIVELY MANAGING YOUR ASSETS LEADS TO AN IMPROVED BOTTOM LINE

The operation of towed assets to transport goods and equipment plays a major role in the success of a field operation for multiple industries, from construction to agricultural. Whether these assets are rented, leased or owned, maximizing their use means businesses can make the most of these often very expensive resources. Challenges often exist when needing to allocate a piece of equipment to where it is needed most or finding an asset in an emergency. If there is no easy way to instantly locate them, or identify one that is not being utilized, then costly delays can occur.

By using Trimble Asset Tracking, you can simply and quickly monitor the location of all your towed assets and even generate utilization reports to determine which are being over or underutilized across customer locations. With this information, you can determine how best your assets should be deployed, which ones can be repurposed and which ones customers need most - streamlining the efficiency of an asset-dependent business.

Trimble Asset Tracking is also integrated to Trimble Fleet Management so you can view your entire vehicle and asset fleet in one place – utilizing the same map and interface for your complete operation. This means if an asset needs servicing, breaks down or moves unexpectedly, you can find your nearest field technician in real-time.

Another major challenge for those businesses using portable or towed assets is loss or theft. Indeed, there are more than 10,000 reports of high value company assets being reported as stolen annually, with the estimated cost of these assets between $330 million and $1 billion.1 Trimble Asset Tracking ensures that if an asset changes location or has been disconnected an alert will be sent, helping to prevent misuse and theft and ultimately protecting your investment.

LEARN MORE

For more information about Trimble FieldVision please contact your account manager or sales representative, email fsminfo@trimble.com or visit www.trimble.com/fsm
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